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“Cabot” 

“coffee table” 

artifact like study? 

[how accurate from even a biographical book is not the point here, now] 

[can it create even an inaccurate-r reality diagram] 

[what might be the convening point] 
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theme: perhaps notes connected to the cited: vhp 

 

[why artifacts and not articles] 

 

“The” “Quiet” “American” where “Q” sounds like “C” and “c”  

because they sound start similar [in sound, again] should they be placed near one another.  

In almost like a bizarre psychic theory:  

if x’s name  

belonged to the sound 

is it “cu” –like 

then x could be near the same sound belongings for what purpose: relic placement/article placement, 

recreation modeling?  

 

how about reality diagramming 

? 

even an inaccurate reality diagram collects the information a hypothesis might;  

at each attention directed … -> 

  An easy start 

placed sounds belonging  

similarly in at least 

one sound bracket 

with a minimum  

of three article-relic-variables 

[including actual persons] 

| 

\/ 
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recorded or not, attended  

to [as in attention] 

| 

\/ 

The truth of reality and-or the truth of how to design reality comes about.  

 

Examples, that might be cured:  

or could be solved:  

(examples hypothetical like fiction but art they to wha-s  extent) 

When I go to the department store: I look for red chiffon but only find it once per year? So I usually 

settle for blue and not green.  

After “Vietnam”  

veterans that came home had to leave housing behind almost immediately: were dropped at the side of-

the: road with trash thrown on-them; something like mandated to never [theme: how long is never] 

stay in indoor housing and-or shelter too long; a consequence for/of fighting for freedom: and now how 

many years later other groups suffer the same fate; is it for the same reason? =fighting for freedom  

 

[theme: cited: freedom fighters] 

only now any such group is expected to not exist  

in any way; and so is repeatedly given unjust legal trouble, such as: repeated citations concerning rest.  

 

    Of course in the consequence of mandating non-justice if even by lying about enforcing it or its name; 

the consequence in entropy of justice peaks up and gears toward the enforcers of non-justice, and 

eventually all enablers, and then all left-over participants of … t.b.c. ?  

 

 

 


